MIGRATION AND RIGHTS
AT THE TIME OF THE ANTHROPOCENE

15 December 14.30-18.30
Institutional Greetings
Roberto Tottoli, Rector
Giuseppe Cataldi, Director DISUS
Andrea Manzo, Director DAMM
Fabio Amato, MOMI and PRA

First Panel Chair
Elisa Fornalé

Mapping Global Justice: Perspectives, Cases and Practice
Arnaud Kurze
Christopher Lamont

Human Rights without the Equality Principle
Maria Grahn-Farley

Italy’s Pending Climate Litigation
Luca Saltalamacchia

Government Accountability: the Role of Climate Litigation in the Fight for a more Sustainable Future
Filippo Fantozzi

16 December 10.00-13.00
Second Panel Chair
Fabio Amato

Climate Security, Mobility and Borders
Anna Casaglia
Giovanni Bettini

Towards Climate Nomadism? Displacement and escape on a moving planet
Katherine Russo

Timo Schmidt

Policies, Practices and Progress: Addressing Human Mobility in the Context of Disasters, Climate Change and Environmental Degradation
Andrew Baldwin

The Other of Climate Change: Racial Futurism, Migration, Humanism


ENTER ZOOM CONFERENCE WITH THIS LINK